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The Chairman’s Message:
“Excellence in Sigma Phi”
by Marshall Solem, F’79

marshall.solem@zsassociates.com

’ve just returned from a Disney
Cruise in the Western Caribbean.
The trip was a nice break from the
hectic daily schedule of work and
Sigma Phi, where I could focus almost
exclusively on family.
Well, it wasn’t a complete break.
I did spend the $100 to get a satellite
web connection so I would not be
completely inundated upon my return
to the office. With about an hour online every morning I could make sure
any critical items were taken care of.
On the Sig front there was fortunately
very little needing attention except
some planning for a meeting immediately upon my return to further our
efforts at UNC (see other comments
about that elsewhere in this Flame).
Most of us have been to
Disneyland or Walt Disney World at
some time in our lives. In making that
trip, we’ve no doubt noticed an attention to detail unrivaled in any other
theme park. Somehow, Disney’s commitment to excellence really came
alive for me on this trip, perhaps
because I was surrounded by it for an
entire week, 24/7! Everything that my
family experienced worked like a wellrehearsed orchestra. I did not find a
glitch in anything Disney provided.
Of particular note was our interaction with the Disney “cast members”
(its employees). From our room keeper, to our table servers, to our event
and excursion leaders, the staff was
amazing. All cast members were
focused on – and genuinely interested
in – ensuring that guests had an unforgettable experience in every respect.
At the same time, it was also abundantly clear to me that the crew members
really enjoyed what they were doing. I
began to think that there must have
been something in the Kool-Aid being
served on the lower deck crew quarters
to make them so happy, sincere and
committed! (Maybe I’ve been living in
a big city for too long.) Nonetheless,
my skepticism soon gave way to the
realization that Disney has created an
incredibly strong culture. That culture
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ensures tight alignment among the
cast members to a single vision –
ensuring guests have a “magical” experience – while cast members have fun
in the process.
As I reflected on our interactions
with these remarkably focused men
and women, I began to think about
how powerful it would be to imbed
some of this culture in both my company and in Sigma Phi. In particular I
thought about how such a culture
could impact Society rush efforts. My
suspicion is that our rush efforts and
messages are quite variable both within
and across our nine chapters.
Variability and diversity in themselves
are not bad, but if our message to
rushees is not clear, and if we do not
come across as genuinely committed to
our core values and genuinely interested in the rushees, they see through us
and are likely to opt out.
It all starts with being clear about
our values of Friendship, Love and
Truth. We have to communicate what
it is about them that commits us to
the Society as deeply as Disney cast
members are to their vision. For me
that commitment comes from Sig
experiences that allow me to build
relationships with men of all ages who
are genuinely interested in and care
about each other. I recall fondly how
in my early days as an active I met Sig
elders from other chapters and built
close relationships that continued until
those brothers’ passing. At the same
time, I have many other Sig relationships that continue strongly to this day.
I haven’t built such strong relationships in any other organization which
I’ve been part of. Some might chalk
that up to poor social skills on my part.
I prefer, instead, to think that there is
something about Sigma Phi that
enables these relationships to develop
in a way other organizations (at least
for me) cannot.
Beyond a clear message about our
values, our efforts with rushees cannot
be superficial. “Hi, nice to meet you”
types of interactions, aren’t enough.

Marshall Solem, F’79

We must go beyond mere pleasant conversation to understand the unique
interests of those who visit us. Then we
can show them how Sigma Phi can
meet some of their interests. The trick
here involves not just asking questions
about rushees’ likes and dislikes, but
showing genuine interest in these men
as individuals. Connecting, not just
advertising. After all, really getting to
know and care about someone is what
brotherhood is all about, isn’t it? It’s
the life-blood that built those relationships I referred to earlier.
If we have a strong commitment to
our ideals, a clear common message
about the Society, and demonstrate a
sincere interest early in our relationship with rushees – and each other –
I think we can convince rushees, just
as I continue to be convinced, that the
magic of Sigma Phi is something not
to be missed.
Just like Disney.
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Seasons of March 4
by Jim Storey, M’69

Storeybears@yahoo.com

hen is it that we first have a
thorough understanding that
we are connected to a world
much larger than our own?
Is it when we first leave the protective confines of our childhood home
to attend kindergarten? Does it happen when we discover the world of the
opposite sex or pack-up our meager
belongings for matriculation at the
college or university of our choice?
For many, I suspect, it happens upon
enlisting in the service of our nation.
While these are very different events,
they have something strongly in common; each propels an ever-widening
familiarity with a youth’s “undiscovered” world in a manner similar to the
peeling-back of an onion’s many layers.
In the spring of 1970, this
connection realization took another,
unexpected step for me. Prior to this
unique – and uniquely Sig – epiphany,
all of my other widening circles were
connected to people and events occurring in the present: In the days I was
living, or as we say today, “real time.”
Yet, in that long ago April, I realized
a new and profound connection to
individuals I could never meet. Enigmatically, that connection extended
backwards in history and will extend
forwards as long as I live.
Let me explain. As a green but
excited neophyte in the Sigma Phi –
a sophomore in Ann Arbor – I was
dispatched by the Alpha of Michigan
to be its representative at the National
Convention. In 1970, it was held at the
place of our fraternal birth, Union
College. The combination of my
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excited newness to the
Society, the historic
Sig location, the warm,
unquestioning welcome offered by the
Alpha of New York’s
actives, and even the
first warm days of the
young year had a profound effect on my
sense of connection to
unseen generations
of Sigs.
Waking on my first
morning in Schenectady, I saw firsthand the
sights I had learned in
my Ann Arbor pledge
lessons so earnestly
drilled the previous year. There was
the singular “Nott’s Nipple,” the
graceful Union campus, but – most
searing in my memory – the search for
the Pepperbox at 5 Yates Street. That
sunny, fragrance-filled day far from
classes in Ann Arbor allowed me to
wander in what I knew would be a
fruitless search for a Sig-nificant
octagon long removed from the streets
of Schenectady.
Finding the vicinity of the storied
Pepperbox provided me with a realization that returns often during all of
the celebrations of March 4th: That I
am connected to that structure, and
most importantly, to all the Brothers in
Sigma Phi whose roots tap into that
symbol of our birth.
These are Brothers who debated
and fought – perhaps against other
Brothers – in the Civil war, the most

Kudos & Thanks…
…to the following Sigs for their articles, information or
suggestions supporting this issue of the Flame: Matt Bierman,
I’06; Pat Bryan, S’97; Tim Burton, V’04; Art Hartinger, I’80;
R. C. Hodgson, U’05; Charles Keith, C’96; Matt Lechner, H’81;
Scott McCrae, V’82; Aaron Parekh, V’88; and Jim Storey, M’69.
Issue after issue, we solicit Sig perspectives from real Sigs in all
walks of life. Every one that we publish improves the quality
and readability of the periodical in which it appears! Contact
co-editors Alvar Soosar, S’96 (alvar@alumni.virginia.edu), or
Mike Imirie, M’69 (mimirie@aol.com) with your feedback,
suggestions or Sig stories.

Jim Storey, M’69

defining moment of our nation. They
settled the West. They rescued France
from the Kaiser to end World War I.
They are unknown brethren who
survived or perished in the Great
Depression. Many served to stop
Nazism and Imperial Japan. Other
Brothers took part in a later, colder
war against Communism and
participated in all the great events
of the latter half of the 20th century.
Many are making history today.
As I now live in my “fabulous
fifties,” March 4th also stirs my connection to the many contributions that
Brothers I do not know a generation
(or two!) removed will make in this
21st century.
It is awesome to realize the
essentials of the Society I joined in
1969 offered the same clear, attractive
embrace 150 years earlier. With determination and commitment from you
and me, that unique fraternal option
will continue to be available for many
years beyond my time on earth.
March 4th is my annual realization
that Sigma Phi provided me with a
direct connection to history, to the
world, and to the future. That connection is personal, not institutional, and
I did nothing to earn it. It is, in my
humble estimation, the gift to enjoy,
value, and carry forward to March
4th anniversaries as long as we can
imagine.
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Happy Anniversary, Brothers!
an you imagine our Society celebrating its 180th
birthday this past March 4? Can it be that eighteen
decades have passed in which young men and their
more senior mentors have passionately – and from their
hearts – advanced the fraternal vision of the Brothers
Bowie, Witherspoon and Cromwell?
Our Catalogue insists that "the nature of the Society
is of that order which altogether escapes analysis." I
suspect that, on this auspicious anniversary, many of us
gave the Thrice Illustrious abundant analysis. Many
Brothers are no doubt to hope and to believe that they
"get" the message of Sigma Phi. Others probably wish
there was more written down from the founders … so
that they could more fully understand Sigma Phi and
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their place within this unique band.
In either circumstance, your membership makes you a
unique, sustaining stakeholder in a one-of-a-kind, characterrich men’s association that has withstood the developments,
pressures, learnings, demands, fads and fleeting satisfactions
of eighteen decades.
As a celebration of such membership, personally resolve
to do something this week – this month – or this year that
advances our Society’s cause. Do something more. Do something now to build Sigma Phi’s future. By so doing, you’ll
help pave the way for similar celebrations in 2017 and again
in 2027, when the Thrice Illustrious turns 200 years old.
Closer to home, you’ll cause the personal flame that you
lit so long ago to burn more brightly still.

Berkeley March 4th
by Art Hartinger, I’81

ahartinger@meyersnave.com

ifty-five Stalwart Sigs
assembled at our blacktie-optional banquet, held
at our home at 2307 Piedmont
Avenue, Berkeley, CA. The
1949 pledge class had an
impressive turnout, with both
John Crittenden, I’49, and
Rich Glenn Jr., I’49, joining a
group of illustrious and – yes –
boisterous, brothers, including
our very own appropriated
Michigan Sig Carl Mehlhop,
M’46. Sorry Michigan, but we
think Carl is a Californian
through and through …
and we’re glad!
Our banquet table was a
Our Berkeley banquet table was a record 53 feet long, stretching from the living room into the foyer.
record 53 feet long, stretching
from the living room into the foyer.
Sig well known, and a little shrine
mixed case of Trinitas red wine you
Our master of ceremonies was Moses
within it that welcomes him alone.”
buy, he will donate 60% to our
Cesario, I’89, who kept dinner events
This is a line from one of my favorite
Thorsen House Restoration Campaign.
moving along nicely. Our menu was
Sig songs, and it was sung with gusto
For details, call Matt at 707-478-1073
inspired by Berkeley Trumpetvine
by the assembled Brothers. We could
or e-mail him at mcline@sonic.net.
Catering – caesar salad; rib-eye steaks;
hardly wait to retire to conclave, which
Among the many toasts at the
potatoes au gratin. And plenty of wine
turned out to be a ‘standing room only Berkeley banquet, we raised our glasses
by our very own Matt Cline, I’80,
all-star affair!
high to salute both John Crittenden,
founding winemaker of both Cline
We are working hard to restore
I’49, who established a residual trust
Cellars and Trinitas.
our beloved home (see article by Matt
leaving his estate to the Thorsen
Other pre-90s pledge classes that
Bierman, I’06, on page 10), an archiHouse Restoration Campaign, and Art
had two or more brothers in attentectural masterpiece designed by
Mower, I’44, who generously donated a
dance included the 1980 class, with
famous Arts & Crafts architects Charles sizable amount of stock toward our
Matt Cline and Joel Shoemaker, I’80,
and Henry Greene. One fundraising
effort. The efforts made by these and
and 1989, with Moses Cesario and
effort announced by Matt Cline will
other Sigs are generous, commendable
Cyrus Harmon, I’89.
allow you to buy great wine and
and deserving of regular mention …
“There is a Little Valley to every
contribute to a great cause! For every
and role modeling by other Sigs!

F
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The Sigma Phi Legacy
by Scott McCrae, V’82

smccrae@together.net

An enduring thought sprang from Olympus on high,
’Twas a notion so good seraphs sang out their cry.
Four men at Union concocted a potion,
Nurturing values so deep was the goal of their notion.
This, the infant legacy of Sigma Phi
From the Triad it sprung, its history no lie,
Then a national Greek community in the blink of an eye.
Some have withered and died on the vine, it’s the truth,
But not the one sacred to friendship and truth.
This, the historic legacy of Sigma Phi.
On charities our communities often rely,
And our members never relent to comply.
With dedication, love and devotion.
Sigs spring into caring motion.
This, the philanthropic legacy of Sigma Phi.
From the Beta at Hamilton came a brother on high,
A most honorable brother in Sigma Phi.
His contribution to our country was savvy and wise

And led to the attainment of the Nobel Peace Prize.
This, the noble legacy of Sigma Phi.
To war went the Sigs with a tear and a sigh,
To champion America’s causes and sometimes to die.
The fullest measure of devotion was given and yet,
The Sigs who are living will never forget.
This, the courageous legacy of Sigma Phi.
Though this band feels its dotage as the decades fly by,
They aren’t once forgotten when it’s time for goodbye.
Our earthly markers are the things we’ve said and done,
But our virtues truly represent the stars we have won.
This, the magnificent legacy of Sigma Phi.
O’er 180 years of challenge we stoutly refuse to die,
Through tribulation – in triumph – we never cease to try,
To lead new generations through guardian gates of gold,
To pass our torch of virtues for others to hold.
This, the enduring legacy of Sigma Phi.

March 4th in Michigan
by Mike Imirie, M’69

mimirie@aol.com

ig Spirit returned to
the Michigan League
on March 24. To celebrate the 180th anniversary
of Sigma Phi’s founding, 53
Sigs and significant others
gathered at that famed
Michigan landmark to
celebrate and enjoy one
another and this Society.
Toastmaster Mark
Kraushaar, M’78, was his
customarily loquacious and
Sigly self. Guiding planned
podium events with poise as
well as an easy, shoot-fromthe-hip sense of humor,
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The Michigan March 4th Dinner drew an excellent crowd, and Tom Cranmer, M’69 (left),
keynoted with an address on Friendship, Love and Truth.

Mark kept the celebration moving
along most enjoyably. Tom Cranmer,
M’69, keynoted with an emotional
interpretation of Friendship, Love
and Truth. Sig singing was reintroduced to the evening, courtesy of
former Glee-Clubber Paul Brown,
M’76, and Fred Dindoffer, M’69. And
Elaine and Bill Middlekauff, M’69,
somehow overcame a dramatic

complement of bad microbes to be
on hand in Ann Arbor, too!
Other highlights? George Mercer,
M’69, reported that the in-progress
“Restore the Spirit” endowment
campaign was gaining traction, and
that the contributions of about 60
alumni so far had enabled a substantial
repayment of the Alpha’s loan to the
national (Continued at bottom of Page 12)
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March 4 in Manhattan
by Aaron Parekh, V’88

aparekh@gantrade.com

he 2007 March 4th Banquet was
held on Saturday, March 10 at
3 West Club on 51st Street in
New York. The 3 West Club is a private
club housed in a nine story historic
20th century building overlooking St.
Patrick’s Cathedral. The decor is traditional and reminiscent of turn-of-thecentury design. It was a beautiful setting for celebrating the Society’s 180th
anniversary. We were fortunate to have
over 100 Sigs at the event representing
all of the chapters and five decades of
Sig Brothers. The senior Sig in the hall
was Patrick Brill, S’53. Notably, there
were also four enthusiastic Williams
Sigs on hand: Henry Blagden, W’59;
Richard Tyner, W’61; David Williams,
W’61; and Harold Haldeman, W’64.
The evening began with a cocktail
reception at 6:30 PM at which attending Brothers and their spouses were
able to get to know one another.
The dinner ensued in another hall at
the 3 West Club. Rick Bingham, V’87,
offered a blessing. Kurt Haigis, V’73,
presided over the dinner. Kurt was an
entertaining and thoughtful toastmaster, blending contemporary and
traditional themes to address the
depth of the Brothers in attendance.
Scott McCrae, V’82, delivered a
General Secretary’s Report, while
Marshall Solem, F’79, presented the
report of the Society’s Chairman. The
general message that Banquet-goers
heard was that our Society is strong
and the involvement of our alumni
has been key to our success. Society
leaders asked that we all consider
greater involvement with our local
chapters or with the national organization. Local chapters are working on
ways to facilitate involvement by
utilizing technology that would allow
remote access to meetings.
We enjoyed hearing that plans are
well under way to establish a chapter
at the University of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill and that we are currently
seeking support of local alumni.
When I first arrived, it seemed to
me there was an air of brotherly love
and a bond of friendship that transcended time and space. Participating

T

(Top Photo) Distinguished Williamstown Quartet Dave Williams, W'61; Rusty Haldeman, W'63; Richard
Tyner, W'61; Denny Blagden, W'59. (Bottom Photo) Bill Brennan, L'78; Pat Brill, S'53; Jim Jenkins, S'58.

Brothers were excited to share in their
memories and their bonds of friendship, love and truth.
The highlight of the event, like
many other similar Sig gatherings, was
the ease with which we found ourselves
communicating with Brothers of
dramatically different ages and experiences. Sigma Phi has a unique ability
to connect distant Brothers and to
provide them with common ground
which leads to satisfying, comfortable
interactions. This familiarity – and the
Society’s simple, enduring traditions –
fuels the fire that drives Sigma Phi and
causes it to exist in perpetuity.
We ended the evening by singing
the fast version of “Sigma Phi
Terinclyta.” Brother Haigis, as the
eldest Vermont Graduate, delivered
the Benedict Toast.

This flagship anniversary event in
Manhattan reinforced my commitment
to Sigma Phi and once again made me
proud to be a member of our
esteemed Society. Our common bond
enables us to enjoy particularly deep
friendships. They permeate our lives,
enrich us in countless ways, and
enhance our existence.
There are not many organizations
that have survived in the manner that
Sigma Phi has for 180 years. The care
and thought our founders demonstrated in establishing our Society has
endowed it with the ability to somehow
honor our traditions at the same time
that it evolves within contemporary
society.
For me, it is a remarkable,
fulfilling privilege to call Sigma Phi
“home.”
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Carolina Blue & White to Azure & Argent?
by Scott McCrae, V’82

smccrae@together.net

henever I visit our chapters or
even just communicate via
email or telephone, the most
frequent question I hear is: “What are
we doing at the University of North
Carolina?” Or: “Are we still planning
to start a new chapter in Chapel Hill?”
So in my effort to fill everyone in, I
am writing this piece on the subject.
For the past three years I have
joined with other Sig leaders to work
on the project of starting a new
chapter of Sigma Phi Society. Since
we have not done this for 54 years, it
would be an understatement to say
that the experience has been an
interesting one. After reading our
Catalogue, it seems that things have
changed since the days our sister chapters were founded. Back in the day,
organizations such as the Serpentine
Club or the Forensics Club along with
the schools themselves would petition
Sigma Phi to come to their campuses.
We could pick and choose what
schools we would go to and when. In
the modern world, it’s a very different
dynamic. Colleges and universities
open up one slot and are petitioned by
hundreds of different fraternities for
that one opportunity. After losing at
that game to large, franchise-style
fraternities with staffs of professionals
that just work on expansion, we
decided to take a new tack.
First we worked with the North
American Inter-Fraternity Conference,
of which Sigma Phi is a charter
member, to compile a list of schools
that would match our demographic as
a fraternity. Of this “wish list” of
schools, we narrowed the field down to
those that had open expansion policies
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Area Sig stakeholders (back): Peter Weisberg L’59, Ernie Cordes V’59, Scott McCrae V’82, Marshall Solem
F’79, Jesse Wetzel S’04; (front) Steve Wright S’93, David Baylor S’93, Joe Cebina M’88, Jeffrey Bilado V’87

located near other schools that would
one day be desirable Sig chapter hosts.
Understanding that the fraternity
system is generally more vibrant in
Southern states, we proceeded to look
for a school that matched these
characteristics. When we boiled the
sap down to the syrup, we came up
with the University of North Carolina
in Chapel Hill.
Last February, Society Chairman
Marshall Solem, F’79, and I visited
Wake Forest, Duke, NC State and
UNC. After meeting with UNC Greek
Advisor Jay Anhorn, we were invited to
work on forming a new colony there.
We were delighted! But in order to be
successful, we needed to develop a
fairly comprehensive plan. In doing so,
we realized that the most important
component of success would involve
having a dedicated body of alumni in
or very close to Chapel Hill. Today’s
database shows approximately 50 to
60 Sigs from all chapters living within
an hour’s drive of Chapel Hill. Last
summer and fall, we contacted these
Sigs. We conducted a series of confer-

UNC Hopes: Who Do You Know? – In keeping with an “attack on all
fronts” approach, we appeal to all Sigs across the country to let us know if you:
• Know any Sigs who have sons who are undergraduates at UNC.
• Know of any undergraduate or graduate Sig who would be willing to
transfer to UNC to help start the chapter
• Personally know any undergraduates at UNC who would be good recruits
• Are affiliated with any groups on the UNC campus that might have
recruitment potential
Please let me know if you know any of the above or have suggestions to help
us in our efforts. Many hands make for a lighter load. I can be reached via
email at: smccrae@together.net or by phone at 802-658-1951, cell 802-324-1787.

ence calls sharing our plans and
aspirations for a new chapter. From
that group came a cluster of 20
dedicated Sigs who are truly interested
in the Sig cause. Bless them!
On April 2, Marshall and I traveled
to Chapel Hill and met with Sig alumni living in Chapel Hill. On the following day, we met with campus groups
and faculty members in order to find
suitable target groups for recruitment.
That evening, we gathered at the
Carolina Inn with a larger group
of Sigs from Chapel Hill and the
surrounding area to review our plan
together and discuss strategy further.
We also met with the President of
UNC’s Interfraternity Council along
with some prospective recruits. It is
our intention to continue to meet with
campus groups, introduce the Thrice
Illustrious to prospective recruits and
to slowly assemble the first class of
Sigs at UNC. It would be great to
accomplish this by the end of the
fall semester, but if it happens in the
spring of 2008, that would be fine,
too. The first class will face a strong
challenge to survive and we want to
ensure that we find the very best men
for that task. We have a great group of
local alumni ready to help out. I am
sure that, with continued effort by
many, our dream of expansion will
soon become a Sig reality.
Is it a coincidence that Sigma Phi’s
colors of sky blue and white are the
same as UNC’s? It could be, but this
Sig would like to believe its Sigly
providence, instead!
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Sigma Phi: Eleven Years and Counting…
by Charles Keith, C’96

charles.keith@yale.edu

hen I drove away from Cornell
on my graduation day one
evening in May 1999, I didn’t
look back. This was not at all because
I was happy to leave – far from it. My
four years at Cornell were the best
four years of my life, and Sigma Phi
was in every way the heart of my
college experience. No, I didn’t look
back because I didn’t really realize
that I was leaving. As my parents’ car
pulled me further and further away
from my time as an active, I didn’t
look back because my last four years
had been so complete - so total - that I
couldn’t imagine things changing. I
would always be a Sigma Phi, for the
rest of my life.
Things did change, of course,
and quickly. After graduation, I moved
to New York and began a job in the
corporate jungle. It was a great experience but it wasn’t for me. After nearly
two years, I left New York (this time I
really didn’t look back) for some longoverdue globetrotting. I spent the
better part of the following seven
months abroad, from Europe to
Southeast Asia, living out of a backpack. In the middle of all that, I
applied to do what I had always known
I wanted to do – study history. I started
my PhD in History at Yale in Fall 2001,
and am now finishing up the long
road of advanced study and looking
towards my first professorship. I’m
turning thirty in May, and I’m engaged
to marry a wonderful woman. In other
words … things have changed quite a
bit since I drove away from Ithaca that
evening nearly eight years ago.
One thing hasn’t changed, however – Sigma Phi is still central to my life.
Indeed, during the ten-plus years since
I left 1 Forest Park Lane and the best
years of my life, Sigma Phi has never
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Charles Keith in Hue, Vietnam, taken during his dissertation research year in Vietnam,
around March 2005.

been far from either my thoughts or
my daily life. When I first moved to
New York, Sigs were there to welcome
me, to explain the ins and outs of the
life I was entering, and always there to
help when New York became a bit too
much for me to handle alone. Much
like Cornell, my time in New York was
inseparable from Sigma Phi. I met
generations of older Sigs, renowned
through Cornell stories but until then
unmet, and truly began to realize that
leaving Cornell did not mean – would
never mean – leaving Sigma Phi.
This realization held true even as I
plunged into the world of academia.
During my first summer in graduate
school, summer studies happily took
me to Madison, Wisconsin for the
better part of ten weeks. When I heard
my destination, I knew instantly where
I would be resting my bones that
summer. The brothers of the Alpha of
Wisconsin received me with a welcome
befitting a brother, as all who are reading this know they would. My summer
at the Wisconsin Alpha reaffirmed
what Sigma Phi means for those lucky
few in its fold – a link that holds across
generations, backgrounds and all walks
of life. Graduate school travels have
brought me to other chapters – to the
Alpha of California, where I enjoyed a
two-day visit during a conference at the

university, and through Burlington for
similar visit with the Alpha of Vermont.
During these busy years, brothers
with whom I shared my years as an
active have remained my closest
friends. It’s a rare week when I don’t
have regular contact with half a dozen
of my closest friends from my Cornell
years. As the years have ticked away,
Sig weddings have started to become
more frequent occasions to renew ties.
New Haven is not far from New York,
and many old friends are an easy trip
away. Sigs have even come through
New Haven in my years at Yale, some
as visitors but a few souls brave enough
to pursue their own studies past the
halcyon days of undergraduate life.
One brother from Cornell even joined
the History PhD program here at Yale
just this year, providing a welcome
opportunity to regularly reminisce,
and possibly split the gas costs for a
trip up to Ithaca for a Swing in the
near future…
Nearly eight years have gone by
since I left Cornell that May evening,
when I didn’t look back at what I was
leaving. I thought then that it was
inconceivable that Sigma Phi could
ever become a less important part of
my life. Nearly eight years later, I feel
exactly the same way.
Esto Perpetua.
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Berkeley: Those Magnificent Windows
by Matt Bierman, I’06, House Manager

mbierman@calmail.berkeley.edu

hile there are many parts of
the Alpha of California that
are truly beautiful, none is
responsible for more “first impressions” than the stained glass in the
front door. Over time, that glass has
experienced lots of wear and tear.
Recently, its condition cried out for
serious remediation.
Dave Munroe, I’86, advises that
there were actually a series of incidents
by various persons over about two years
that spurred the restoration of the
front door stained glass. These panels
are vulnerable, located as they are at
our very visible front door, and have
suffered vandalism over many years
stretching back to the ’70s at least and
probably further back: Rocks, drunken
people’s fists, a .22 caliber bullet (early
’80s? late ’70s?), and – in the most
bizarre recent incident – a potato fired
from a “spud gun” from ΠΚΑ across
the street! Instead of fixing any one
trauma, we were really reversing the
effects of nearly a century of unrelated
wear and tear.
After much thoughtful deliberation – and much dependence on the
Thorsen House Restoration Fund – the
original stained glass panel was sent
out for repair and was replaced by
temporary pieces of plain yellow glass.
The glass pieces were finally finished and the three Spring ’07 pledges
were sent on a 500 mile mission to
Southern California to return them.
On the weekend before March
4th, they picked up two pieces of
stained glass that were being repaired
in Whittier at Hamm Glass Studios
(www.hammstudios.com). They also
got to visit the Pasadena’s famous
Gamble House and learn more about
Greene & Greene architecture. The
repaired glass was packed in two thick
Styrofoam boards, one on each side of
the restored piece. Taking great care,
the would-be Sigs also kept the glass
inside the car rather than in the trunk.
The next week, Dave Munroe and
I decided to install these restored
panels back in the door in preparation
for Berkeley’s March 4th Banquet.
The temporary glass that was in place

survived, but the wood pieces holding
the glass were tough to get out since
the nails were rusted and broke easily.
In addition to having these original
panels restored, we decided to clean
the door using special teak cleaner.
Dave had to comb the Bay Area in
order to find the right product, and
eventually found the citrus-based
cleaner we needed near a boat dock by
PacBell Park, as the product is mostly
used to clean teak decks on yachts.
We set to work restoring the door
on March 2nd. The process takes three
steps: Cleaning; brightening & oiling.
I helped to finish the door the next
day with Richard Hsu, I’05, and it was
ready for March 4th. Over the next two
weeks, Richard and I also cleaned the
window frame beside the door and are

W

planning to do the window frame
above the door in the future.
Taking part in such an important
project for the house made me feel
like we are making positive strides
towards restoring the whole house.
I realized with satisfaction that every
little step helps make the house look
more like the Greene & Greene
brothers originally designed it to
look. I hope that the impressions our
alumni get from walking in the newly
restored front door can influence
them to help with ongoing restoration
projects and the pride that we all take
in our fabulous home at 2307
Piedmont Avenue.

Berkeley’s teak front
door and its stained
glass windows.
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A Sigly Vacation for a Cast of Three
by R.C. Atlee Hodgson, U’05

atlee.hodgson@gmail.com

ather than follow the Spring
Break pilgrims to St. Thomas
and points south, three Union
Sigs embarked on the most domestic
of domestic trips. Our logic was
simple; we live at Sig Phi, we went to
Sig Phi, and we returned to Sig Phi.
You might say … we didn’t go anywhere but home.
Motivated by B. Patrick Brown,
U’05, we planned a trip from the
Alpha of Alphas in Schenectady to visit
our Midwestern brothers in Wisconsin
and Michigan. The three of us – “Pat”
Brown, U’05; Jude Michael Mason,
U’05; and myself, Robert “R.C.” Atlee
Hodgson, U’05, – were in for adventures with a cast of brothers we had
never met. It would be a leap of faith,
testing the age-old ties between
chapters! Three “city boys” from
New York and Philadelphia took their
jam-packed Audi A3 on the road
through what most East Coasters
consider “flyover” territory.
Leaving on March 20, we drove
from Schenectady to South Bend,
Indiana, where we overnighted. On a
whim, we took an admissions tour of
Notre Dame. After learning that that
famed school did not have any Greeks,
we made a hasty beeline for Madison!
It is lucky that Wisconsin’s Bradley
House is not on a busy street, because
admirers would cause far too much
traffic! We gazed in awe at the Louis
Sullivan-designed beauty: a dark,
masculine home that evokes the lyrics
of Best Men on Campus. We were
warmly welcomed by our brothers and
given the complete tour. Soon we were
sitting at the table of the Alpha of
Wisconsin, drinking their customary
Whole Milk with a Pot Roast Dinner
prepared by their cook, and singing
the Epsilon Marching Song.
We spent three nights in Madison.
The first night, we were thrilled at the
opportunity to help throw a pledge
event. The second night, we went
“out on the town” with the brothers,
exploring Madison’s booming college
bar scene. The third, we were
convinced to stay for a blowout party

R

at the house. Well, this “Coastie” never
thought he would say it, but “Sconnies”
are a hell of a bunch, and I would go
back in a heartbeat.
As soon as we could piece together
our “posse,” we bade farewell and
headed back to our new favorite road,
I-90, in hopes of reaching the
Michigan Alpha for cocktail hour. We
had been most graciously invited to
celebrate with Michigan at its Fourth
of March banquet, and were pleased
to meet Alumni old and young, Sig
Sisters, Actives, and Pledges.
The home of the Alpha of
Michigan is a totally untraditional,
unpretentious fraternity house. A full

tour revealed a smart, innovative
design for a smart and innovative
brotherhood. I enjoyed some much
appreciated down-time after the
festivities, allowing a few hours for
casual talk with the brothers about
their house, their customs, and life
at Michigan. The only regret of our
trip is that we did not stay longer in
Michigan, but the taste we did have
will compel us to return soon. We
drove back from Michigan in a happy
daze, intermittently singing new Sig
songs we had learned.
Yet, our “pan Sigma Phi adventure”
did not end there. Returning home,
we had only a few days to prepare
excitedly for the arrival of brothers
from Hobart. Months ago, my childhood friend, Timothy Gilbert Starr,
G’05, had contacted me about the
prospect of bringing some of their

unofficial “Sig Learners” to our
chapter for a Union-style Swing. We
did just that, more than happy to
return the sort of Sig hospitality we
had just benefited from. The new class
of “U.G.s” will be swung in proper
Genevan tradition in the fall when the
Delta's house is returned and restored,
but they will never forget their time at
the Alpha of New York. Congratulations, new brothers!
For me, all of these Sig interactions represented a sociological factfinding mission of the best kind. I was
fascinated with the differences and
similarities between our chapters. The
most noticeable differences were those
of campus life and student body at two
large state universities in the Midwest
and two small liberal arts colleges in
the East. For example, only a few
Wisconsin and Michigan brothers didn’t hail from those states whereas, here
at Union and at Hobart, the majority
of our brotherhood is made up of outof-state or “downstate” brothers. The
size of the schools also affects a different social environment. Both Hobart
and Union’s houses are in the center
of campus and within a few hundred
feet of academic buildings, while
Michigan and Wisconsin’s houses are
off-campus and involve a more lengthy
commute. Union and Hobart have far
fewer off-campus attractions than
Madison and Ann Arbor. Union and
Hobart have more actives in each
chapter and fewer students on campus
(totals of 2200 & 1900, respectively),
meaning that Sigs have a much more
public identity on those campuses.
I was interested to learn that both
Midwestern chapters have recently
left their Inter-Fraternal Councils on
which I heartily congratulate them.
Union and Hobart are still hanging
in with bureaucracy, though I wish I
could say otherwise.
Architecturally, the aesthetic of
Union, Hobart, Vermont, and Virginia
has historically been similarly
Georgian/“Dutch Colonial,” while
both Midwestern chapters and the
California (Continued on next page)
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Icy Burlington Plunge
Promotes Special Olympics
by Tim Burton, V’04

tburton@bsad.uvm.edu

ebruary at our Society’s
northernmost star in
Burlington is nothing to
mess around with. But as the
cold wind whipped across Lake
Cham-plain, flirting with subzero
measures, and a slight sampling
of snow began to fall, a team of
nine steadfast men left the
Sigma Phi Place and headed
down the Hill towards the
waterfront.
These Sigs were scantily clad.
Swim trunks were the order of
the day. They were ready to
make a bold statement for a
cause that the Brothers of the
Alpha of Vermont have supported for some time now. Wrapped
Fashionably-attired Burlington actives are swift of foot but notice nonetheless: "It's cold out here!"
in the warmth of nothing but
support of the resolute teams.
one or two early morning libations
been donating our beautiful house,
The staging area is a tent just next front yard, and labor to the annual
(Strictly to re-affirm one’s conviction,
to the US Coast Guard Station on Lake ‘Longest Mile on the Longest Day’
I assure you!), the team of underChamplain. Nervous and excited congraduates met with about 100 other
event. This is held each June, and also
testants wait in heated tents for their
members of the greater Burlington
benefits Special Olympics in Vermont.
team number to be called. Once that
area to take part in “Penguin Plunge”:
The celebration is truly a sight to
number is called, the group gathers
A brief, spirited immersion in the icy
behold. As the runners return from
itself up and races for the chilly deluge. their mile on the warm summer afterlake! Everyone comes out for the
Some dive in head first while some
event – young kids, grandparents,
noon, they are met at 420 College
wade cautiously. The truly bold soak
families, even the occasional family
Street with a fanfare of barbeques,
up the moment and go for a little swim local sponsors, and radio station DJs.
pet are willing to take the plunge!
The Penguin Plunge is a gathering around the boat ramp. After the frigid Rest assured, Brothers, the summers in
flock has done its immersion and
of fun and good cheer in support of
Burlington are as warm and vivacious
exhausted its courage – usually a few
Special Olympics. It has become an
as the winters are chilly and fortifying.
annual event for the Singing Sigs, who seconds – sometimes a few minutes! –
If you ever find yourself enjoying
the sprint is on, back to the haven of
have proudly raised more than $3,500
the Vermont seasons, please stop by
the tents for some life-saving towels
for the cause in the past two plunges.
the house and say hi. Be warned,
and hot chocolate.
Those who lack either the courage or
however; if it’s February, you may
In addition to financial donations, be guilt-tripped into some seriously
insanity required to take the icy dive,
the Burlington active chapter has also
congregate around the lakefront in
icy Sig duty!

F

Sigly Vacation (from Page 8)
Alpha have truly distinctive progressiveness to the style of their spaces.
The white pillars that grace all Eastern
Sig Homes are replaced by darker,
more thought-provoking designs of
later years as influenced by Frank
Lloyd Wright. Seeing a different take
on a fraternity space was refreshing
for us “Coasties,” and we are excitedly
taking what we have seen into account

in the plans for renovating our own
space.
We three “thrice illustrious” travelers have had quite an exposure to Sig
Phi these past weeks. Yet, the more we
have had, the more we have enjoyed
and the greater the tie we have felt to
the Society. Differences in the logistics
of traditions must be expected, but
we learned from our voyage that the
bedrock traditions of Friendship,

Love, and Truth do not vary.
Whether you are a recently graduated brother, a long-faithful member
of the Old Guard, a Wandering Bird,
or an Active, I hope that this story
inspires you to go to the nearest Sig
House, call your dearest of Sig friends,
or plan a similarly 'illustrious' voyage.
That is, as a Wisconsin brother
cautioned … “only if you can
handle it.”
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Meeting Sigma Phi … at Law
by Patrick Bryan, S’97

pbryan@gmail.com

fter spending the past four years
in private practice, in September
2006, I accepted a position as
a trial attorney with the U.S. Department of Justice in Washington, D.C.,
where I now defend the United States
in civil cases that are brought against
the government for alleged breach of
contract. In that regard, my duties
recently took me to La Crosse,
Wisconsin, to conduct depositions in
connection with a pending lawsuit.
Accompanying me on the trip was
another attorney from my office,
Russell A. Shultis, F’78, a seasoned
litigator, and – unbeknownst to me at
the time – a Wisconsin Sig.
While chatting during dinner in
La Crosse, Russ casually mentioned
how much he enjoyed his time as an
undergraduate and law student at the
University of Wisconsin. In particular,
Russ recounted his picturesque walks
to class from the house where he used
to live, which Russ described as being
located in an upscale Madison neighborhood. Intrigued, I asked Russ how
he came to live in such affluent surroundings as a student. Russ informed
me that he had lived in a “fraternity”
house, although he was quick to point
out that the term “fraternity” was not
really an appropriate term to use,
given that the society that he had
joined was not the typical college
“frat.” As Russ described it, the
fraternity that he had joined was less
about “partying,” and more focused
on the development of close friendships among its members. Naturally,
I suspected a Sigma Phi connection,

and I asked Russ if he were a Sig.
On cue, Russ responded by saying
proudly “When she ceases to be first,
let her die,” to which I replied, “Vive
la Sigma Phi!” Appropriately, we
exchanged the grip, laughed out loud,
and ordered a round of beer. Inspired
by the moment, Russ and I decided
that we would make a special road trip
to visit the Wisconsin Sig House before
returning back to Washington.
Hence, on February 2, 2007, after
completing our depositions, Russ and
I journeyed from La Crosse to the
Wisconsin Alpha, where we arranged
to meet with Russ’s old friend, Rex
Jones, F’72, a Madison resident.
Because this was my first trip to the
chapter, Rex took us on a guided tour
of the beautiful Sig House at 106 North
Prospect, where we swapped stories
and otherwise fondly recalled our
experiences as members of Sigma Phi.
I was deeply impressed by the architectural beauty of the Sig House and its
recent renovations, as well as the hos-

pitality of the active brothers, including, among others, Kyle Williams, F’04,
and Jeff Drengler, F’06, with whom we
chatted for over an hour.
Since returning to Washington,
Russ and I have turned our attention
to pressing legal matters. Although
Russ and I worked well together before
we discovered our Sigma Phi connection, I now anticipate an even more
rewarding professional and personal
relationship. I look forward to getting
to know Russ better as a co-worker,
attorney, and fellow Sigma Phi brother.
Indeed, in that regard, I consider
myself particularly fortunate. While
there are many lawyers within our
Society, how many other Sigs can say
that they have tried a case with a fellow
member of Sigma Phi?
I wish to thank Russ, Rex, Kyle,
and Jeff for an enjoyable Madison visit
and for extending their friendship to a
litigating Wandering Bird from
Washington, D.C.
Esto Perpetua!

Michigan (Continued from page 5)
organization. (The contributions of
those Brothers who haven’t yet sent in
their checks are eagerly solicited,
of course!)
Another highlight? Sig Sister
Muriel Mersereau, MSS’49, widow of
Bob Mersereau, M’48, made the trip
to Ann Arbor with her son, Bob
Mersereau, M’74.There is probably no
more gracious lady in Sigma Phi, and
Muriel added another distinct element
of delight to our get-together at the

Michigan League.
The active chapter turned out in
stellar, full force. There were 25 young
Sigs on hand, as well as all four of this
semester’s pledges. In a way that
contributed to an oh-so-appropriate
180th anniversary tie-in, there were
also four wandering birds from the
Alpha of New York in the Koessler
Room. These actives had dedicated
their spring break to seeing other Sig
chapters, and had just driven in from
the Alpha of Wisconsin the previous

day. It was excellent to have them with
us, and to hear about their travels.
A final March 4 highlight in Ann
Arbor? The unmistakable, delighted
feeling that everyone in the room had
… that all of us were in the right place
at the right time. From the newest Sig
to the most senior, we were reminded
that gatherings in the name of Sigma
Phi bring together some of the most
excellent people we will ever know, and
that each such occasion is priceless …
and well worth being part of.

A

Bradley House Quartet, with Patrick Bryan 2nd from right and Russ Shultis, F'78, at extreme right.
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Idaho: Potent Sig Tie-In?
by Mike Imirie, M’69

mimirie@aol.com

ill Brennan, L’78, served as the
Society’s Treasurer for many years
during the nineties. He has long
had an eye for finance as well as
for Sigma Phi. It was Brother
Brennan who recently noticed
that the new Idaho commemorative quarter carried a
familiar (cornerstone?) Sig
phrase: “Esto Perpetua.”
This remarkable coincidence deserved some
investigation, Bill reasoned. He promptly
referred the mystery
of that coin to me
for follow-up.
I contacted the
Governor’s Office in
Boise, explained our
curiosity, and enlisted the
aid of policy advisor Bob
Wells. Bob commissioned the
State Archives to investigate, and
here’s what we’ve learned.
Idaho became a state on 3 July
1890. Its motto is in fact the familiar
“Esto Perpetua,” and its seal includes
that Latin phrase. The design of
Idaho’s formal artwork resulted from
a competition to create Idaho’s
Great Seal. Artists from all over
the country entered the competition, the honorarium for
which was a princely $100.
After many entries and due
time, Idaho’s inaugural
Legislature unanimously
awarded the prize to local
Boise art instructor Emma
Edwards, who became the
first – and remains the
only – woman to design
the Great Seal of any
American state.
The reason that Ms.
Edwards chose to include
that powerful phrase “Esto
Perpetua” in that great seal is
not recorded. Neither her father
nor husband were Sigs, for example. The specific rationale has been
lost to time. So we are left to muse …
coincidence or “cosmic Sig working”?
Hmmm ….

B

Idaho quarter (above) and Great Seal (below)
are both influenced by the motto which has so
influenced Sigs since 1827: 'Esto Perpetua'

A brief exploration of Esto Perpetua:
Esto is the emphatic form of the imperative of the Latin substantive verb esse
(to be). Combined with perpetua
(perpetual), esto enjoins the
subject of the motto to be
perpetual. The construction
is similar to that of the Boy
Scout motto“Be Prepared.”
The English expressions,
“Be perpetual,” “Let it
be perpetual,” or “It shall
be perpetual” are equivalent to Esto Perpetua.
The term is
attributed to noted
medieval Venetian
theologian and mathematician Pietro Sarpi
(1552-1623), who applied it
in 1623 to the Venetian
republic. Esto Perpetua gained
wide circulation in its Venetian
application and came into use
for a variety of other purposes.
It was adopted, for example, as the
motto for the National Grange
of the Patrons of Husbandry
when that farm organization was
constituted in 1867. In addition,
Esto Perpetua also appears as the
closing words (in a suggestion for
the United States) in Jefferson
Davis' History of the
Confederacy (1881). Perhaps
the motto was derived for
Idaho from one or
both of these sources.
And perhaps
an influential party in
the lives of the Grange
or of CSA President
Davis was very mindful
of a small but potent
men’s society formed in
Schenectady, New York,
in the year of our
Lord 1827…. .
(Special thanks to Bob Wells
and the office of Idaho
Governor Butch Otter,
whose stellar assistance made
this exploration possible.)
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to rejuvenate his body. Enjoy!” Per’s mailing address is1235 Meadow Lake, Virginia
Beach, VA 23454

News of
INTEREST

Dan Mansoor, C’76, has “gone west, young
man”….to Ohio. “Having Badger roots,
Michigan would not let me into the state.
Of course, Buckeye is no better; it took me
a while to figure out that the Big Red was
neither Cornell nor Wisconsin! Joyce's
family is from here, we spend our summers
in Chautauqua (2 hours away, not 8.5), and
the $500,000 we needed for one more bed
and bath in NYC didn't seem worth it. Still
consulting for nonprofits and advising families on giving. Daughters 10 and 5. All is
well. New address: 31650 Pinetree Road,
Pepper Pike, OH 44124. E-mail:
djmansoor@hotmail.com

Tom Adams, I’49, advises: “My wife Lorrie
and I moved to Texas in 2004 and are really enjoying life in a fine Del Webb retirement community.” Reach Tom at 706 Rio
Grande Loop, Georgetown, TX 78628
Tom Bleezarde, H’54, shares this generous salutation: “I served as editor of the
Williams Alumni Magazine for 32 years,
doing a job I enjoyed every day. I have
been spending the last seven years editing
various Williams connected books and
ghost writing one on the architecture of
the College's buildings from the first to the
most recent. I worked on that one with a
really fine retired art history prof and
learned so much about architecture and
campus planning! I have been thinking
about my undergraduate Sig years a lot
recently as I anticipate my 50th reunion at
Hamilton this June. I've written a couple of
essays about those four years on The Hill
and have been working with another of my
pledge class to contact all of the Sigs in
that group to encourage attendance at the
reunion. It has been a ball reconnecting!”
tom@bleezarde.com
We have this op-ed style update from the
always well-informed George Boveroux Jr.,
H’53: “This, my first ever 'Flame' contribution, is written just after watching Gerald
Ford’s funeral. Maybe future Presidents
should ponder on the idea that good service comes in small packages. (Maybe, also,
the University of Michigan shouldn’t also
play important football games when icons/
important alums pass on since they often
seem to lose.) Enough philosophizing. At
20 years younger than President Ford, I’m
still doing rather well although I’m kicking
myself for not having been able to attend
the 175th Convention in Clinton.”
George’s address is P.O. Box 235, North
Haverhill, NH 03774
William E. Bradley, S’60, writes: “Retired
from Newport News Shipbuilding on Sept.
1, 2005, after 42 years.” New email:
wbrad59990@aol.com.
John Chandler Jr., F’59, shares this new
contact information: 7560 Tumbledown
Trail, Verona, WI 53593-9762; e-mail:
jack@chandlerandchandler.net
The irrespressible, always-Sigly Don Falk,
I’75, reports this new address: 6075 A
Manchester Dr, Oakland, CA 94618.

Chris Freeman, H’85, (above) is happily
employed as a development officer at
Mystic Seaport, The circa-1929 Museum of
America and the Sea. He has been with the
museum for just over eight years and truly
enjoys the work. Here he is pictured in
front of the museum’s flagship, the Charles
W. Morgan, the last remaining wooden
whaling ship in the world. The Charles W.
Morgan is one of four National Historic
Landmark Vessels in the museum’s peerless
watercraft collection. Chris would be happy
to provide tours of the 17-acre museum
campus to any wandering bird who visits
America’s leading maritime museum. For
a virtual tour, consult Mystic’s website at
www.mysticseaport.org. Contact him at
860-572-5302 ext. 5189 or by e-mail at
chris.freeman@mysticseaport.org.
Jean-Paul LaFleur, S’87, has a new
address: 4306 Saint Paul Street, Baltimore,
MD 21218; email: jplafleur@rtsav.com
Tom Larson, L’67, reports: “I serve as
Director of Business Development, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company, living in the Santa Cruz mountains, enjoying
the natural beauty of Northern California.
First grandchild, Colette Kirkus-Larson,
born Feb. 13, 2006. Expect more with four
daughters all getting settled in the world.”
You can reach Tom at 45 Old Orchard
Road, Los Gatos, CA 95033
Ralph MacDonald, Jr.,W’60, reports this
new address: c/o 4832 Hinson Place,
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
We have glad literary tidings from Per
Madsen,W’48: “Got a book published last
year. I called it The Metamorphosis of
Charles Mott. It’s a philosophical yarn
about a business executive who finds a way

George Mercer, M’68, writes: “Ongoing
thanks to the Board, S&A, et al for all of
your services to the Society. George,
Connie, Ian (14) and Grant (11) are doing
well. The boys are anxious to attend the
most expensive school in the country –
tuition-wise. This is OK with me, so long
as it has a Sigma Phi Chapter!”
gmercer@gmhpc.com
Allen Miller, U’64, posts this update: “I’m

Since the last issue of the Flame in December,
we have been notified of the deaths of the
following Sigs:
Bartholomay, Robert, C’42 . . . . . 1 January 92
Beglin, Richard, H’51 . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 July 06
Bladen, Christopher, W’59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bruce, Jr., Alfred C., U’47 . . . . . . . . . . April 06
Capps, Robert, W’28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cone, John C., U’34 . . . . . . . 20 November 06
Curtis, Thomas A., I’44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dunn, Theodore E., M’47 . . . . . 9 October 05
Erickson, Erick N., H'82 . . . . . . . . . January 07
Farley, Jr, George A., C'57 . . . . . 7 February 06
Fisher, Robert M., W’42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Healey, Laurin H., W’32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kempter, Charles P., V’43 . . . 18 December 06
Powell, Joseph W., W’52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sanderson, Edward, C’22 . . . . 20 February 07
Thompson, Robert H., F’41 . . . . . 4 March 06
Thorp, Jr, John V., G’65 . . . . . . . . 10 March 07
Tresler, Willard T., V’53 . . . . 14 November 06
Waring, Stewart, C’34 . . . . . . . 5 December 06
Warren, Kenneth A., M’40 . 30 September 06
Williamson, Ronald, V’65 . . . 31 December 06

DECEMBER 2006
still teaching physics in Naples, FL. Playing
in a rock band and keeping up with tennis.
Have been up to Sigma Phi at Union for
Homecoming last 6 years and have been
very impressed with the brotherhood.”
Allen makes his home at 520 Murex Drive,
Naples, FL 34102
We have this appreciative postscript from
Matt Muir, M’92: “My wife, Meighan, and
I now have a 1-year old son named
Sebastian. I thank all who offered kinds
words after the earlier stillbirth of our first
son. BSL, Matt” mattmuir@umich.edu
Ted Ochs, Jr., L’83, shares this update:
“Bennie and I have just completed the
adoption of a child from Guatemala.
Marco will be one year old on April 3rd.
His big brother, Trey, will be four on July
15th. We still live in downtown Baltimore.”
tedochs@msn.com
R. B. Quinn, H’80, writes: “I'm expecting
my first cookbook – Cheater BBQ – hopefully in time for next January’s Super
Bowl.” He and co-author Mindy Merrell
have taken the struggle out of the long,
slow, all-night process of barbecue. “Pulled
pork, baby back ribs, Texas brisket and a
good night’s sleep are what Cheater BBQ is
all about. God willing and the creek don’t
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rise, Broadway Doubleday will have the
book out early in 2008.” R.B. lives at 3324
Acklen Avenue, Nashville, TN 37212.
Mark Rothenberg, L’86, advises: “The
NYC Alpha of PA Brothers have rejuvenated the “1st Friday” get-togethers with a
successful re-launch recently. Around 25
brothers ranging from L’78 to L’90 were in
attendance, and as expected, a good time
was had by all. The plan is to keep this
going once a quarter with the next one
planned for the first Friday in June.
All wandering birds from all chapters
welcome. Look for details posted on
website address www.sigmaphi.com.”
mark.rothenberg@jpmorgan.com
We have this word from Tom Taylor, G’63:
“I continue to reside in Walpole, MA.
Daughter Lindsey just graduated from
William & Mary and has first apartment in
Washington, D.C. Daughter Lisa is junior at
Clemson. My trumpet lip is shot, but still
waits for the call that ‘The Band is getting
back together!' Saw Foster Greene in
Boston and Brian Reilly, G'66, in Florida
recently; both are well other than age. I

haven’t aged at all.” (Sigs everywhere need
to be more like Tom! – Ed) Tom receives
mail at 44 Bubbling Brook Road, Walpole,
MA 02081
We've received this query from Russell
Vance, M’50: “Hunting bow and shotgun
take my fall – ski the winter – spring, yard
and garden – and hike summers. Any other
Sigs close to Bozeman, Montana?”
russbow98@yahoo.com
“My wife, Susan, and I recently welcomed
our second daughter”, advises Steve Van
Meter, M’80. “Marielle Jane Van Meter was
born on March 1. Big sister Elise Anna Van
Meter is 3, and as thrilled as we are.”
stephen.vanmeter@occ.treas.gov
Harry Willis, U’63, shares these hopeful
tidings: “I am still with the New York
Secretary of State’s Office as an attorney
specializing in municipal law. My wife,
Sandy, is a children’s museum instructor.
Our three sons, Mark, Peter, and Steven,
are all gainfully employed, therefore we
are eagerly anticipating retirement in
about a year!” hwillis1@nycap.rr.com

Send your News of Interest to Sigma Phi National Headquarters,
Post Office Box 4633, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515-4633

Ode to a Brother
by Matt Lechner, H’81 matt@financialriskconsulting.com
he Beta lost a favorite son when Erick Erickson,
H’82, died early this year as a result of a parasitic
disease he’d picked up on his travels. Matt Lechner,
H’81, was one of many who felt this loss very personally.
He penned these cryptic yet sincere words to describe his
good friend to those who might not have known Erick.

T
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Went to Choate; played football, lacrosse, did
theatre lighting and sound there and later more
of that in a Connecticut theatre
Went to Hamilton, had lots of friends
Joined Sig – good Sig, really good … initiated 1982
Government major and a loyal republican who
strongly believed in small government
Graduated 1984
Business broker specializing in medical practices
Worked for a time with Brothers Rhett Butler, Carl
Sorenson, Steve Nanz in custom hardware business
Moved to Massachusetts which for some reason
he really loved
Started his own hardware
business, quite successful

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wanted to fight sale of Beta to the bitter end,
God bless him
Enjoyed adventure-type travel
Went to Caribbean, where he caught parasite
Nasty medical procedures to remedy
Erick could make a dead man laugh
Very close with his parents
A gift from God!

While Matt’s reactions were specific to his friend, they
are typical of the deep, dear feelings Sigs engender in
each other over time. Never forget the Brother!

Convention in Charlottesville
18 – 21 October 2007
The Alpha of Virginia is proud and honored to be hosting the 2007 National Convention, commemorating the 180th
year of life of our illustrious society. Events will be held from the 18th through 21st of October, and will be held in
venues such as our historic Chapel and the Rotunda, the centerpiece of Mr. Jefferson’s “academical village.”
In addition to annual Convention business matters and social events at the house, we will be organizing tours of Jefferson’s
prestigious University and his nearby home at Monticello as well as visits to some of our beautiful local vineyards. We hope to
show all of the Brothers and guests who join us this fall everything that the Alpha of Virginia and UVA have to offer.
After several years of struggling with numbers and finances, within the past year we completed a capital campaign to
finish paying off our mortgage, started renovations on our house, swung 11 great new Sigs, and pledged 11 more.
We are excited to be able to show our Brothers from across the country the now-thriving chapter in Charlottesville.
We look forward to seeing all who can make it this coming fall.
Alon Winnie, S’05 • Secretary • 262-352-8300 • aw9v@virginia.edu
Alexander Wong, S’04 • Convention Chair • 757-619-5506 • apw7r@virginia.edu

2007 Dues 2nd Notice
In February, you received a letter from Society Chairman Marshall Solem, F’79, reflecting Sigma Phi’s
remarkable, 180-year longevity and asking for your support during this auspicious anniversary year.
If your mailbox is as busy as place as mine, you may have found it easy to put that letter
into a ‘pending’ file. Now’s that time to dust it off and put it to good use, Brothers.
Your dues each year enable the Society’s publishing, training, and expansion efforts.
Without active support from Sig alumni, there’s no progress in those key areas, just as there
would have been no Sigma Phi at all had the Brothers Bowie, Witherspoon and Cromwell not put
a brave stake in the ground in Schenectady in 1827. Please mail your anniversary dues check,
payable to Sigma Phi Society, to Sigma Phi, P. O. Box 4633, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515-4633.
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